The integral which appears here is to be interpreted as a Cauchy principal value.) Needless to say, we have not attempted to give a complete theory but we have restricted ourselves to a setting which permits a unified treatment. Initial investigations in this subject matter were carried out in a previous paper [3] , where a simple singular integral operator was used to furnish an example involving perturbations of continuous spectra. Because of the connection between the present paper and this preceding work, we have gone into considerable detail to obtain spectral representations for a special subclass of the set of operators introduced above.
The operators on which we shall focus our attention have the form 1 rb (k(X)k(p)yi2 (1.1) Lx(\) m /(X)x(X) + -I \ x(p)dp.
iriJ a p -X
The domain of L is to be the complex Hubert space L2(a, b) of square integrable functions x(X) on the open interval (a, b). We shall assume that/(X) and k(\) are real, continuously differentiable functions on the interval a^X^ö, such that the functions /'(X)+£'(X) have only isolated zeros and where &(X)>0 almost everywhere on the interval a^X^& (3) . When referring Presented to the Society, October 25, 1958; received by the editors September 14, 1959. (') This research was carried out under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission, while the author was a Visiting Mathematician at Brookhaven National Laboratory.
(2) A preliminary announcement of these results appeared in [ll] . ( 3) The techniques of this paper also apply to the case where k(\) is negative almost everywhere.
to the operator (1.1) or L in the subsequent sections of this paper, we shall tacitly assume that all of the hypotheses which we have just listed, are satisfied.
As we have said, our aim here will be to obtain a spectral representation of the operators L, i.e., an isometry U of L2(a, b) onto a direct sum of other L2 spaces, such that ULU~l is just a simple multiplication operator. Again our investigations will be far from complete, especially because of the excessive calculations involved. We hope, however, that our special considerations are a reflection of the general situation.
2. The dominant singular integral operator. In conjunction with the operator (1.1) we shall also consider the dominant singular integral operator k(X) cb x(u) ( 
2.1)
Lx(X)=f(X)x(X) + -l -^-dp, Tt J a P -X which differs from the operator L by the completely continuous operator (k(x)y2 rb(k(x)yi2-(k(p)y'2 r»(k(X)y<2-(k(p)y<2
I---x(p)dp.
J a IX -X TÍ J " P -X Singular integral equations involving operators of the form (2.1) were already considered by Carleman [l] . His results subsequently played a substantial role in the modern development of the theory of singular integral equations [4; 5] . We shall use Carleman's method here to obtain certain basic results about the spectrum of the operator L. First, however, we shall state several known facts concerning integrals of Cauchy type. For the proofs, the reader should consult [6; 8] . Definition 2.1. A function F(z) which is regular analytic in the upper half-plane Im z>0 will be said to be of class H2 if /: F(X + in) \2dX = K for all7j>0.
For functions which are regular analytic in the lower half-plane Im z<0 a class H2 is defined in an analogous manner. We now have Lemma'2.1. A function F(z) of class H2 possesses mean-square limits F(X + iO) = lim. F(X + in).
«Í-.0; ii>0 Furthermore, if 0<lm z<v, then -iO) --dX -
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.1. Let £ be a real number which does not lie in the closed interval
value of the operator L.
Proof. Suppose that x(X) belongs to L2(a, b) and that
TI Ja P -X
We now apply Carleman's method. The function L fb x(jx 2x1 J a Pis analytic in the complex z-plane cut along the real axis from a to b, is of class Ut for Im z>0, of class H2 for Im z<0 and satisfies (2.4) JSr(oo) = 0 and
(Relation (2.5) follows from the Plemelj formulae.) We now observe that the function toen vit ï l C\ /W-*-*0«) dp One can show that £(£, X+iO) is Holder continuous on any subintervaV (a', b') of (a, b) and that £(£, z) is both bounded and bounded away from zero [5] . We also have
With the aid of the corollary to Lemma 2.1, we can now conclude that X(z)/E(£, z) is regular in the entire plane. In addition, (2.4) and (2.7) show that X(z)/£(£, z) vanishes at oo. Hence X(z)/E(£, z)=-0, so that X(z)=0. From the Plemelj formulae we then see that x(X) = 0 almost everywhere on the interval (a, b). .
for functions x(X) of the class L2(a, b). If x(X) is a solution of (2.9), then we again introduce the function i r" «GO X(z) = --^ dp.
2m J a p -z X(z) satisfies the barrier equation
Using the solution (2.7) of the homogeneous barrier equation, we obtain
The function 1 Cb h(p) dp 2.12) Y(z) = --I -dp.
We then have
In addition Y(z) -£(£, z)G(z) belongs to the classes H2, H2 and vanishes at oo.
Of course then £(£, X + *0)G(X + iO) + £(£, X -i0)G(X -iO) = -f ^-dp, iri J a p -X and therefore y(X) is a solution of the integral equation (2.9). From Theorem 2.1 we know that this is the only solution of class L2(a, b). Therefore L-£-1 is a 1-1 mapping of L2(a, b) onto itself. By the closed graph theorem then, the operator L -£-1 hasa bounded inverse [lO] . This completes the proof of the theorem. Since our original operator L differs from L by a completely continuous operator, we obtain the following Corollary.
The limit points of the spectrum of the operator L lie in the
3. Relations for the function E(l, z). In order to obtain more specific information about the spectrum of the operator L, we shall attempt to obtain a spectral representation for L. Our technique is based upon various relations which the fundamental solution E(l, z) = exp <-I log-- If we set H(l, \)=E(l, \+iO)-E(l, X-iO), then (3.1) may also be written in the form
We shall now derive analogous barrier relations which the function E(l, z) satisfies with respect to /. Since W7 , / i fî I/O«) -*-*G0| aV
we have £({ + ¿o, z) í i r V /0» -{-*o -*00 f.
-:
The right-hand side of (3.5) is simply (4) /.
From (3.6) we obtain
Since £(£, Zi, Z2) vanishes for zi = z2, we must have £(£, Zi, z2) = (z2 -zi) P(£, Zi, Z2), where jP(£, Zi, Z2) is a polynomial in Zi and Z2 with real coefficients. Thus
Next we turn our considerations to some relations which certain integrals involving H(l, X) and £(£, z) satisfy. If we integrate E(l, z) over a contour in the z-plane which passes around a cut from a to b along the real axis in a clockwise direction, then the calculus of residues yields («) Here we have set a = min{/(X)-Jfe(X)j and j3 = max}/(X)+fe(X)}.
-<b E(l, z)dz =-I log-dp. 2iriJ 2wiJa
By integration by parts one can show that
Hence if we define the function ^4 (£) by the equation 
I
Now we use a similar procedure on the function £(/, z) with respect to the /-variable.
We integrate £(/, z) over a contour in the /-plane which passes around a cut from min {/(X) -k(\)} to max{/(X)+£(X)} along the real axis in a clockwise direction. Using the calculus of residues we then obtain ir i r" *&*) -; <b £(/, Z)dl =-; I --dp 
Using (3.3) we then have h -h C" B(hy X)H(Ï2, X) (3i5) fc-fc r>m,wv"»A _± c'AIAij__ _L+,,
4. Properties of the function A(Ç). In the preceding section we defined the function j4(£) through the relation (3.11). From (3.9) it is not difficult to see
for all but a finite number of values £.
Formula (4.1) immediately gives us the following lemma: That we have omitted only a set of values £ of measure zero, now follows immediately from our hypothesis about the zeros of the functions / (X) ±k'(X) and Jfe(X), and the absolute continuity of the functions/(X) ±fe(X).
Finally we shall prove the formula (4.2) f A(v)dv = f 2k(p)dp.
By integration by parts we have
2k(p)dp = 2pk(p) -2 I pk'(p)dp
where we have used the notation which occurs in (3.5) and (3.10). Through the remark after formula (3.11), we see that our last expression is just 
and S of L2(min{f(X)-k(X)}, max{/(X)+fe(X)}) onto £x, such that RS=1
and SR=1. Furthermore, the subspace £\ is invariant under the operation L.
If h(X) belongs to £x and if g(£) =Rh(X), then £g(£) =RLh(X).
Proof. Let us denote the linear manifold generated by the elements {(2k(X))112, H(w, X)/(2fe(X))1/2}, where w is any complex number in the exterior of the closed interval [min{/(X) -ife(X)}, max {/(X)+jfe(X)} ], by £\. From (3.11) we then obtain * ,« 1 ,« C"F(*>x + *»> -Hi, x -iv) ,_" Ja (2k(x)yi2 (2k(x)y2 Ja i-wi i-w2
From (4.2), (5.7), and (5.8) we see that when R and Ê are restricted to £\ and £{ respectively, they are isometries. Hence R and Ê have bounded extensions R and 5 to the closures £x and £j of the linear manifolds £x and ££. R and 5 are also isometries such that RS = 1 and SR = 1. Szegö [2] has shown that the linear manifold generated by the elements {l/(£ -w)} is dense in the L2 space over a finite interval. Formula (4.1) shows that A (£) is bounded. From Lemma 4.3 it therefore follows that the set of elements {(^4(£))1/2/(£ -w)} generates a linear manifold which is dense in the space L2(m'm{f(X) -k(X) ), max{f(X)+k(X)}).
Hence we see that £{ = L2(min{/(X)-k(X)}, max{/(X)+£(X)}).
Furthermore, since 5 is an isometry of £{ onto £x, the linear manifold generated by the elements {H(w, X)/(2k(X))112} must be dense in £x. Using the fact that E(w, z)-l = ~f ImJ a " H(w, p) dp LmJ a p -z (see (3.13)) and the Plemelj formulae, we see that
This proves H(w, X) ( B(w, X) ) Since £ is an isometry and since the £ interval is bounded, we can now conclude that if g(i;)=Rh(\), with A(X) in £x, then £g(£) =RLh(\). This completes the proof of the theorem. 6 . Further development of the spectral transformations for the operator L.
In the investigations of this section we shall restrict ourselves to the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 6.1.
where the Cy(£, z) are polynomials in z, with real coefficients. (Here £(£, Zi, z2) and Q(£, z) are the polynomials which we defined in §3). ->(2k(p)y2(2k(p)y2 dp.
The left-hand side of (6.3), however, is just the scalar product of the two elements 
where z is any complex number which does not lie in the closed interval [a, b], then S is an isometry. The image of 9TC{ is the linear manifold 3Hx generated by the elements {(2Jfe(X))1/2, H(w, X)/(2k(X)y2, (2fe(X))1/2/(X-z)}. Since the linear manifold generated by the elements {(2fe(X))1/2/(X -z)} is dense in L2(a, b), Siïix is also dense in L2(a, b). From (3.12) we have
Using (3.13) and (3.14), we see that
The relations (4.2), (5.7), (5.8), (6.3), (6.4) and (6.5) show that S is an isometry when its domain is restricted to Siïlf. Thus S is a 1-1 map of SfTCf onto 3Hx. S, then, defines an inverse map öl whose domain is 9TCx-Since öl is bounded on 9TCx, we may extend öl to the closure of 9TCx, which is just L2(a, b), as a bounded transformation. We shall call this extension öl. öl is indeed an isometry of L2(a, b) into 3C. To show that (R coincides with £ on the space £x, we observe that the image of (£{, 0, • • • , 0) under S is just £\ and that S coincides with the transformation 5 for these elements. Thus 01 coincides with £ on £x. These transformations have unique bounded extensions to £x. This completes the proof. Lemma 6.2. Under Hypothesis 6.1, the transformation R defined through formula (5.1) generates a bounded transformation R of norm 1 of the space L2(a, b) on the space L2(min{/(X)-¿(X)}, max{/(X)+fe(X)}).
Proof. From (3.13) we obtain
Now let (P be the projection of 3C onto its first component. If we restrict our domains to 3H\, then we see that £=(P(R. Consequently £ is bounded on 9TCx and has a unique bounded extension R to the closure of SIR* which is just L2(a, b). Proof. Since the linear manifold generated by the elements
is dense in L2(a, b), the manifold generated by the elements We outline the proof.
By considering the expansion of the function £(/, Zi)£(/, z2) in powers of 1// up to the second power, one can evaluate the integral
2m J a Q(%, zi)Q(£, z2) (The last equality follows from (3.8) .) The computation leads to the formula J_ iim f ß f^*' X + *"' Z)F& X + iv) P& X ~ **'z)F(l'X ~ *»>] 2t* ^o™>o Ja I (?({, X + iv)(2k(X)y2
or, under Hypothesis 6.1,
We now indicate how to show that S is arí isometry on the linear manifold 3lf generated by the elements
A lengthy computation beginning with the results obtained in evaluating the integral (6.9) leads to the formula ,* «^ C " && ^ Hi, *i) ," , 4, F0 C,(i, z2)F(i, -z^dd, zi)£(£, zi) i rß i r" ¿oo
However,
From (6.21) we easily obtain (6.18). Finally we shall prove that From (7.3), (7.6), and (7.7), we readily obtain 
It is easy to verify that this last expression vanishes when ri = Si, s2 = ri, r2 = St, or si = r2. From algebraic considerations it then follows that A(£)£(£, zi, z2) -Ott, «Oett, zt) = (n -si)(st -n)(n -st)(n -si).
In view of the inequalities (7.1), we must have 
Suppose that when f(a)-k(a)^i^f(a)+k(a), the function changes signs at most once, and that for all other values of £, the function changes signs at most twice. Then the operator L has a simple continuous spectrum from min {/(X) -k(X)} to max {/(X) +&(X)} and the transformations R and S of §5 furnish a complete spectral representation for L.
Proof. In (3.4) we saw that for almost all £ m the interval min{/(X)-k(X)} <£<max{/(X)+fe(X)}. Thus Gtti z)j¿0 for almost all £ from this interval and therefore £(£, z)j¿0 for almost all £ from the same interval. From the expression for log(g(£, z)/c(%, z)) one can also easily establish that £(£, 2) is bounded. Hence the linear manifold generated by elements of the form
is dense in L2(2), where
The discussion of §6 can be used to show that 01(1-P) = (l -ö>)öl is an isometry on £^, the orthogonal complement of £x in L2(a, b). Thus the set of elements of 3C which lie in the domain of S and which are of the form (0, g(£)) is closed. Therefore the closure of the linear manifold generated by the elements of the form
lies in the domain of S. But then the domain of S is just the direct sum of the spaces L2(m'm{f(X)-kÇX)}, max{/(X)+£(X)}) and £2 (2) . Hence the transformations öl and S of §6 furnish a complete spectral representation for the operator L in this case.
Just as in §8 we can now formulate suitable conditions on the functions f(X) and k(X), so that the degrees of c(£, z) and g(£, z) do not exceed 2. 11. Remarks about more general self-ad joint singular integral operators.
In this section we shall give a general indication of the reduction of the problem of finding the spectrum of operators of the form 1 Cb g(\ m) (11.1) Mx(X) m f(X)x(X) + -^-¡-L x(p)dp, mJ a p -X where /(X) and g(X, p) are smooth functions, to the problem of determining the spectra of certain multiplication operators, operators of the form (1.1) and completely continuous operators. First, we observe that the operator M differs from the corresponding dominant singular integral operator g(X, X) r > x(p) dp g(X, X) r ' x(p)dp
We can thus analyze the spectra of the operators Mlt(X) =/(X)*(X) + -I- Mux(X) a /(X)*(X) + -I x(p)dp ,.. Q, vi-J l»IMe)>0] p -X onL2({x\ki(X)>0})
